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Lawyers' Organiza-tion Aids Draft: Classes

Budget ••••

(Continued from page 1)
been used to pay a full-time secretary to coordinate graduate activities in ASUNM. Travelstead
recommendned the hiring of a
part-time secretary.
Most of the Finance Committee's recommendations were approved by Senate-many of them
after lengthy discussion. Amigos
Anonymous, which had requested
$1500 to· pay for summer work
with the poor in Mexico, was
granted $900. No allocation wa'S
voted for the Model United Nations program.

NEW YORK, N.Y. (CPS)-The
Emergency Civil Liberties Committee, a lawyers' organization
that up to now has concentrated
on cases in the New York area,
is planning to extend its activities
to new geographic areas, and to
mount a sustained legal attack on
the draft.
Henry di Suvero, who will take
over as new director of the ECLC
May 1, hopes as a first step to
have panels of lawyers set up in
states along the eastern seaboard
to handle draft cases.
Di Suvero, currently director of
the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) in New Jersey,
says he hopes the panel'S will be

WANT ADS
FOUND
LADY'S HANDBAG. Found at bus stop at
Yale and Central Friday, 2/29. Owner
may claim at Student Publications office,
Rm. 159.
GREEN PLAID raincoat at Post Office
after demonstration Tuesday. Call Steve
at 842-9563.

recognized by federal judges, so
that when a judge is looking for
an attorney to defend an indigent
defendent in a draft case, he will
turn to one of the panels.
The ECLC is far smaller than
the well-known ACLU, but its
members are more willing to enter draft cases than are many
ACLU attorneys.
"The position we take," said di
Suvero "is that a person ha'S a
right ~ot to serve in an illegal
war. We'll also be arguing that
the draft can only be employed in
a national emergency." Since
there is no national emergency
now, di Suvero said, he feels that
the draft is being used illegally.

Receive Updated Degree

160 alumni of the UNM School awards will go to U.S. District
of Law will graduate a second Judge H. Vearle Payne, and attorney - historian William A.
time on April 20 when they gathKeleher.
er on campus to receive an updatTHE FffiST GENERAL session
ed degree.
in the morning will feature a
The law alumni, in keeping panel discussion of the Keetonwith a national trend, two years O'Connell automobile insurance
ago changed the degree it awards plan. One of the participants will
from the LL.B. to the J.D. (juris be Prof. Robert E. Keeton of the
doctor). Requirements are the Harvard Law School, one of the
same for both, but the J.D. is originators of the plan.
considered a more professional
Others on the :~Janel include
degree.
UNM law professors Robert
ALL ALUMNI have the oppor- Walker, Carl Selinger, Malcolm
tunity to change to the new de- Sharp, and John A. Loomis, a
gree and those who will be on Los Angeles attorney specializing
campus April 20 will go through in insurance and tort law.
a formal degree conferral, acaThe award of degree will be
demic robes and all.
held at 2 p.m. in the ballroom
Dr. Thomas W. Christopher, which also will be the site of the
dean of the law school, announc- banquet program beginning at
ed that there will be a full day's 7:30.
program for the convocation, inIN ADDITION to the program
cluding seminars in the morning for lawyers in the morning, a
on taxes, insurance, and the legal special program will be ·presented
profession, degree exercises in the for their wives.
afternoon, and a banquet with a
The first session at 10 a.m. will
special entertainment program in be a discussion of women and the
the evening.
law by UNM Prof. Leo Kanowitz.
1'\vo well-known Albuquerque
The second session, at 11 a.m.
legal figures will be awarded hon- will be given by Profs. Walter
m·ary J.D. degrees, Dean Chris- Barnett and Willis Ellis.
topher announced. The honorary

FOR RENT
1808 OLD TOWN Rd. NW. Charming as
a suit of Spanish armor. These one bedroom furnished adobe apts. are .a swinging way of life. Call Sam Cooper 2658574 or evenings 842-8280. Caird-Norris
Realty.
4x
SERVICES
TYPING I For a 'ouper' paper - edited
grammar~ spelling, punctuation let -a
former NYC Executive Secretary- help
you. Partial background: Advertising:
Art; Financial; Legal: Sciences. Ex..
peri'enced typing professional paper.s presented national engineering conferences.
Phone: 242-0649.
PROFESSIONAL WRITER and real
groovy teacher will assist in composition of papers in literature, social
scjences, non-technical humaniHes~ I
can help you think your thoughts clearly
and express your·self vividly. Call 242·
6837.
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HOFFMAN · KATHARINE ROSS
WILLINGHAM BUCK HENRY PAUL SIMON
...,GARFUNKEL .[AWRENCE TURMAN
NICHOLS TECHNICOLOR" PANAVISION"·
ANO

OPEN 1:00 SHOW 1:40 3:40 5:40 7:40 9:.40
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Nam. He believes that the draft
will continue to aff~ct large numbers of students even if the war
slows down. In addition, he saya
that the legal precedents ~bat
grow out of current court actions
will be the "heritage for our next
• act'ton."
po11ce

Our Seventy-first Year of Editorial Freedom
'.
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The Association to Climax Fiesta, M~Y 13-18
Pions Neor Finish
For Fiesta 1968·.

Changes Announced
Students Love
Our Shops

..

...

,_

And The Cultural Program Committee
Present

LAURENCE OLIVIER
.
zn
Shakespeare's Great Tmgedy

OTHELLO
Full Color Film
Panavision

Two Showings Only Friday, April 19
3:30 and 7:00 P.M.
ADMISSION-Subscription or Adults $2

Faculty $1.50-Students and Children $1.00
Telephone 277-3121

A Far Eastern pilot was Nu
At the iob he was given to do.
He was robbed in Biarritz
Of his payload of Schlitz;
Thugs drank what the green Asian flu.

Best Cinematography
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Di Suvero thinks Preside~t
Johnson's recent peace move, If
it leads to a de-escalation of the
war, could reduce the pressure of
the draft.
He plans to go ahead with legal
efforts against the draft, though,
regardless what happens in Viet

160 Law Alumni Graduate
Second Time on April 20

PERSONALS
POETRY WANTED for Poetry Anthology.
Include stam:ped envelope. Idlewild Publishers. 543 Frederick, San Francisco,
California. 94117.
FOR SALE
OLD MANZANO School House built of
adobe and flagstone. Walls 30" thick.
Converted into home. Secluded-Huge.
Ideal for clubhouse, fraternity, home,
??77?, 1* aci"e land, water, lights, butane. Desperate, nbout to be foreclosed
-Want $3,000. Call George Romero
255-4800.
1960 VOLKSWAGEN-Excellent condition. Must sell by April 10. Call 268-4192
or see at 833 Monroe NE.
3/10
1968 YAMAHA 305 cc. $620. Brand New
-1200 miles. Call 255-6708 •••. ask for
Sam.
TWO BEDROOM ADOBE, (UNM area).
It's a world of its own ! Rustic, charming, with patios and gardens, you'll be
captivated. Beautiful fireplace, dining-room, Mexican tile bathroom, perfect
for a couple I $14,000, call Bruce Caird
265-8571 or evenings 247-3048. CairdNorris Realty.
4x
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For Commencement:
Individual graduates will be
recognized in commencement exercises this year, ASUNM president John Thorson announced
after conferring with President
Tom L. Popejoy and other University officials.
THORSON said degrees will be
conferred by President Popejoy
on the respective groups of candidates - bachelors, masters, and
doctors. Each degree candidate
will rise as his name is read but,
except for doctors, who will be
hooded, candidates will not cross
the platform as in the past.
Commencement this year is being held for the first time in University Arena. This makes it possible, Thorson pointed out, for
more people to attend the ceremonies, and provides a setting
for a speaker of international reknown.
Galo Plaza Lasso, r e c en t I y
elected Secretary General of the
Organization of American States
and former president of Ecuador,
will be the speaker for the June
7 exercises. This will be the first
time in several years that the
University has had a commencement speaker.
BECAUSE processing of
grades will not be completed until
about two weeks after commencement, conferral of degree& will
be stated as conditional upon
satisfactory completion of graduation requirements. Diplomas
will be mailed two weeks after
commencement instead of being
distributed at the exercises.
This cllange in commencement
procedures, Thorson said, is the
result of a vote by the faculty
last December to do away with the
practice of scheduling final examinations early for seniors. This
means that degree candidates'
grades will be processed in the

regular course of grading for
all students.
University officials said that
only a small percentage of graduates will be affected. Most students have a good idea of their
degree status by commencement
time.

For Presidency

Dines to Declare
Candidacy Sun.
Jim Dines, former student senator and former president of Residence Halls Council (RHC), will
announce his candidacy for the
presidency of the Associated Students Sunday afternoon, The Lobo learned yesterday.
Dines has scheduled the Kiva
for an open meeting at 2 Sunday
afternoon to make his announcement. "The meeting will be open
to all students - not just those
who have invitations," Dines said
yesterday, rapping the recent byinvitation-only meeting at which
Sen. Coleman Travelstead announced his candidacy for the
office presidency.
On March 20, then-senator
Dines resigned his Senate seat,
professing disgust with student
government and vowing "to return to the ranks of the students
to bring about a change in the
stagnant student-government establishment."
When he resigned his job as
RHC president last week, he said
he had quit so he would have time
to campaign.
Dines grass-roots reform program has budded with the formation of the DIG Reform Party,
mostly dorm students.

Proposed ASU NM Budget:
Okayed at $234,208.55
The following is an itemized list of allocations approved April 9 by
Student Senate for the 1968-69 Associated Students budget which
totals $234,208.55 to be raised from ac~ivity fees:
General student government operatiOns:
Secretaries -----------------------------------$ 3924.00
3500.00
Office expenses ------------------------------1650.00
Educational grants --------------------------630.00
Expense accounts ----------------------------50.00
Kiker Memorial Award -----------------------1000.00
Activity labels ---------------------:-----------1950.00
General publicity ----------------------------Distinguished professorship for 1969-70 -------- 10,000.00
800.00
1\ndean scholarships --------------------------778.80
High school achievement awards --------------Student Publications Board:
New Mexico Lobo ----------------------------- 34,997.50
Thunderbird ---------------------------------3050.00
Mirage --------------------------..------------ 30,400.00
KUNM --------------------------------------- 24,474.00
Student Affairs Committee -------------------1400.00
Committee on the University ------------------4950.00
Intramural and Recreation Board -------------- 15,000.00
New Student Orientation Committee -----------500.00
National and International Affairs Committee---- 10,177.00
Cultural Program Committee ------------------ 25,000.00
Speakers Committee -------------------------- 22,887.00
Rally Committee ----------------------------8755.20
Union Program Directorate -------------------6450.00
National Student Association -----------------882,00
Community Relation'S Committee ---------------3038.05
Associated Women Students ------------------960.00
Falling Angels Sport and Parachute Club ------300.00
The Forum ----------------------------------200.00
Student Bar Association --------------.. -------650.00
Graduate Student Council ---------------------900.00
Sandia Grotto --------------------------------75.00
Engineers Joint Council -----------------------1010.0(}
American Nuclear Society --------------------~~g:~g
A,migos Anonymous --------------------------400 00
Latin American Desk -------------------------•
Total ----..------------------------------------$234,201Ui5

The schedule of activities for
Fiesta 1968, May 13-18, is filling
up and arrangements are now
near completion, Fiesta chairman
David Williams has announced.
The Association has been signed for the Saturday-night concert
to climax the week's activities.
Williams said last night that negotiations are under way to sign
Western singer Webb Pierce for
the Friday-night dance at Tingley
Coliseum on the state fairgrounds.
So far, the Fiesta schedule looks
like this:
Monday, May 13
Introduction of King aikl•
Queen candidates in dorms and
Greek houses.
Tuesday, May 14
Indian dances or other cultural
displays on the Mall (tentative).
Wednesday, May 15
Western dance, Union Ballroom, 8 p.m.; presentation of
King and Queen candidates.
Thursday, May 16
All-campus barbecue supper,
Mesa Vista Dorm, 5:30 p.m.
Talent show (Western regional
A RAINDANCER from last year's Fiesta shows the general feeling collegiate competition), Mall, 7:30
which inftuences Fiesta. The Association, a nationally known band, will p.m.
appear Saturday, May 18 at University Arena at 8 p.m. A talent show,
Mariachi bands, Hokona Hall,
a western dance, an all-campus barbecue supper and several other 10 p.m.
dances will mark Fiesta activities. Fiesta will start Monday, May 18
Friday, May 17
and run untiJ Saturday,May 18. (Photo by Pawley)
Dancing on Mall, 8:80p.m.
Midway, Tingley Coliseum, '1'--·
p.m.
At 7:30
Dance, Tingley Coliseum, 8:80
p.m.-midnight (coronation of Fiesta royalty at 10 p.m. intermission).
Saturday, May 18
Rodeo, Bernalillo County SherState Senator Mack Easely (D- ed out for Stowers would come to iffs Posse arena, 1 p.m.
The · Association, University
Lea), a gubernatorial candidate, hear Easely who is generally conwill speak in the Union Theater sidered one of the front runners Arena, 8 p.m.
Dance, Union Ballroom, 10
tonight at 7:30 on political issues in the wide-open race for the
in New Mexico.
Democratic gubernatorial nomi- p.m.-midnight.
Campus police and the admin.
Easely, former Iieutenant-gov- nation.
istration
will be tougher this year
ernor of New Mexico is the secWhen Stowers spoke here he
in
enforcing
University regulaond candidate for ~overnor to called. for 'among ot~er thin~s'
tions
which
prohibit
drinking on
speak at UNM in a series spon- lowermg the legal voting age m
campus,
Harold
Lavender,
vicesored by the UNM student lobby. New Mexico from 21 to 18.
president
for
student
affairs,
said
Henry Stowers, an Albuquerque
last
week.
laWYer spoke April 4.
"Nobody denies that Fiesta
Other c a n d i d a t e s who are
serves
a very useful functio~>t/~.
schudeled to speak in the series
Lavender
said. "It's a spring fling
include: Rep. Bobby Mayfield (Dto blow off steam just before closDona Ana); Speaker of the House
ed week." But, he emphasized,
of Representatives, Bruce King;
open drinking on campus cannot
The
International
Club's
Cafe
and Democrats Fabian Chavez
be condoned or tolerated by the
International
is
now
open
in
the
and Calvin Horn.
1-Center garden. Turkish coffee, University.
Governor David F. Cargo has Cafe Capuccino, Cafe Borgia,
Fiesta chairman Williams said,
also agreed to speak in the series American coffee, Russian tea, reg- "Things really got out of hand
even though he is an un-announc- ular tea, and plantation mint tea on Friday afternoon last year in
ed candidate for re-election.
are being served. The Cafe is open the Union and it can't happen
Lobby head Terry Calvani said Monday, Wednesday and Friday again. It's the students' responWednesday night that he hoped from 6:30 p.m. and Tuesday and sibility to keep it down, not the
more than 30 students who turn- Thursday 9-4:30 p.m.
administration's."

Gubernatorial Candidate Sen. Easely
Will Speak in Union Theater Tonight

Foreign Coffee, Tea
Served at 1-Center

Educators Arrive at U NM
Twenty- four educational adThe UNM College of Education
ministrators from 18 Latin Amer· is conducting the Albuquerque
ican countries arrived in Albu- section o:f the seminar and Dr.
querque today to participate in Chester C. Travelstead, dean of
the ninth seminar on higher edu- the college, is the director.
cation in the Americas being held
THE TTNM prog-ram will open
at UNM.
this evening with a reception and
The six-week seminar, whose dinner at the Sunport, and a weltheme is "The University and Na- ''coming address by UNM Presitional Development," began April dent Tom L. Popejoy.
3 in San Jose, Costa Rica, and
Friday's program includes a
will continue at UNM through seminar on the structure and
April 26.
organization of UNM and a tour
ADMINISTRATORS' of the campus.
T H E
Participants will take a trip
function at UNM will be to learn
as much as they can about the through northern New Mexico
purposes, organization, and opera- Saturday and will visit the Santion of a North American uni- dia Peak Tramway Sunday.
versity.
1'11 EA'r wh.ll..t\. tile Latm Amer-

ican administrators will attend
seminars on the function of ~!!<
Board of R e gents, university
president, faculty-student relations, academic programs, and
university facilities.
The participants will also visit
classrooms, the computer center,
Anthropology Museum, physical
plant, Meteorology Museum and
the various schools and departments at UNM.
THE SEMINAR will conclude
April 26 with a visit to the UNM
printing plant and a summary
and evaluation period at the home
of President Popejoy,
The administrators will leave
Albuquerque at 1 :30 p.m. April
27.
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UNM Stoge Bond
To Give Concert

,,
I

.• UNM stu d en t s will have a
chance to hear their own Stage
Band Sunday, when the group
presents its only home con~(!rt
of the year.
The Sunday afternoon of music,
mostly jazz, will begin in the
Concert Hall at 4 p.m. Student
tickets are a dollar.
SOLOIST will be Bob Brown,
local jazz guitarist who has played with such groups as the Kirbystone Four, Dick Contino and
Eddy Peabody.
His concert selections will include "Satin Doll" and "Call Me."
The 17-piece stage band is sponsored by the UNM music department, and was established to give
its members experience in performance and arranging in the
"S'tage band idiom. All members
of the stage band are members
of the University band and orchestra.
VOLUNTEERING their time
for stage-band activities, the
musicians have appeared before
about 11,000 students throughout
New Mexico this year. The band
was the guest-performing group
at West Mesa High's all-city
stage band clinic, and will be ap:l;learing at high school proms until
the end of the school year.
Soloists for the stage band at
the concert will be Pat Rhoades,
pianist, and Charles Brandebury
on the trumpet playing "Doc's
Holiday," a solo written for Doc
Severinsen, trumpeter on the To_night Show.
Student conductor of the stage
band is Ernest Kazmier.
Admission fees of $2 for adults
and $1 for students will help pay
expenses of the band for the current year, Kazmier said. Tickets
will be available at the Concert
Hall box office.

announced he will step down
from the position June 30 to return full time to teaching and
research.
A CIVIL engineer who grew
up in the construction industry,
Dean Clough plans to develop a
construction engineering program
in the UNM civil engineering department. The1·e is an almost insatiable demand for engineers
with this type of training, he
feels .
"After eight years as dean, I
feel it is time to get back to the
classroom," Dr. Clough said. "My
experience in administration of
the college has been rewarding
and I am especially pleased to
have had the opportunity to work
with President Popejoy who has
given real leadership to the University."
"I am sure," he continued, "that
our new president, Dr. Ferrel
Heady, will provide the same fine
pattern of leadership."
DURING THE time Dr. Clough
has been dean, the College of
Engineering has enjoyed marked
growth. Undergraduate enrollment has risen by about 40 per
cent, and the number of graduate students has doubled. Some
35 per cent of all of UNM's engineering graduates now are going on to graduate study, many
of t~em at UNM.
The volume of outside funded
research in engineering has ballooned from about $30,000 in
1960 to more than $800,000 this
year.
GROWTH OF the college has
spread offices and laboratories
into 13 buildings on campus, most
of them outside the complex of
buildings specifically designated
for engineering departments. The
completion late this year of the
new Engineering Center will
bring the far-flung facilities back
to a central unit.
Dr. Clough earned his bachelor's degree from UNM and his
doctorate at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Dean Clough joined the UNM
faculty in 1946. His service was
interrupted by a stint at MIT
for doctoral studies and time out
from 1952-57 with a construction
company.
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Concert I-I all Director William Martin " ·

hDr. Clough to Resign
As Engineering ~ead
Dr. Richard H. Clough, dean
of the UNM College of Engineering for the past eight years, has
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Lists Giant Steps Taward Improvement

DEADLINE

How can you improve on a shot
'k
d ·
d
·
Concert Hall that has received u ~~:~m\ es, esJgne to pick
A special cable for television
nothing but compliments since it a~xillar a a long ~ange,, and has been received and should be
open~d. less than two years ago? installeJ ~~ea!~~· w~~h w;n ~e i?stallc;d this spring. !he installaWllham Martin, director of the stage to augm nterthSI e to t t
tion Will enable mobile TV units
UNM Concert Hall in the Fine the main spea:e
h: ~u. pu 0
to film or transmit some of the
Arts Center, says there are al- · head
r w lc lS over- programs now held in the Conways improvements to be made
·
cert Hall,
-and he's taking a giant step
toward making them.
OCCASIONALLY a theatergoer has mentioned that he could
•
• •
• •
• •
not hear all of what was said or
sung on stage.
"We have no problem with the
music-it's the spoken voice that
sometimes doesn't come through "
Martin said.
'
Several improvements are planned for the Concert Hall this
spring which should make attendance at plays and concerts more
successful.
An accustical pad for the orConsult
chestra pit has been ordered and
will be installed soon, Accustical
cones are also being built to shield
the foot mikes. The cones are
shaped and treated to pick up
more sound from the stage and
less sound from the orchestra pit.
OTHER improvements include
124 Washington SE
265-8288

f

Is
12!00 Noon Friday

'If 'You' Have' 'a Problem
''
1

Regarding Your Curriculum
Or Your Career ...

For applications for the
Positions of Editor for
I

(

VACATION ENDED
1
k"
but the warm temperatures and
another seven weeks of classe
c ear s !es made. the prospect
pretty d1shearterung for many UNM students One coed en· ed 8
last afternoon of tennis on the campu co t fi h •
JOY • a
which made that little white ball kind of hard~: ~eepg utpmWig.ththe(PWlh ntd
by Pawley)
•
oo

I,

1

Gubernatorial Candidates to Meet

The THUNDERBIRD

Applicants must be undergraduate
students with a 2.3 over all grade
point. Application forms may be
picked up at room 159 Student Publications Building.

1

. The UN~ c~apter of th~ Amer1can Assoc1atwn of Umversity
Professors will hold an open
me t'
t 4
A .
~ mg a
p.m., pr1I 23 featurmg ,the candidat.es in this
sum~er s gubernatonal primary
elect10n.
.
.
.
~he meetmg Will be held m the
Umon theater. All candidates
from both parties have been in-

vited and acceptances have been
received by Fabian Chavez Sen
Mack Easley CalVI' H
' R '
•
n orn, ep.
Bruce King Harry Stowers Jr
and Rex White.
' .,
Gov. David F. Cargo has also
indicated that he will attend the
meeting.
The meeting is free and is open
to students and the public.

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVE'RTISERS

COUNSELING SERVICE

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

OFFICE HOURS BY APPOiNTMENT

Paris asks,

one?~'

BERNARDO
(FlcJ.IISftrEJ

0
0

00

0
NO TEACHER TRAINING OR EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
If~ ctu, keep YOIJI"c.:IOI wontlnt: eo hotMs awee~or, atey lcioH ""'lth a ttltW
of hyper-ecthl• ~·• and IUH be hanlir18111 "*""(Of' 2 0t 31!'ftduate Hml~
nar1 ... u,. T•&eher Corp• mlt;ht bO for )'CU.
voo a•t twoYf!ltNI Cf W!Uon·free wMt.sa~ study pkltl on-UW..)ob lr.alnlnl: f«

TEACHE

one

0

0

ar the touahtl.t atdanrnentsln A.m$rlea-pov1111:y

l!!~hlnl. lt'•yOtWc:hai')Ce to t'l'lake • blfC d!ffet&nee In
Ute lives of some poor kldl. And you 11t $7!5 a wt:iett.
lniiii'H1ed?
Conblct your chJet 1t.ate .ehool ah'~er, He~ eof..
lfJa- pfee.ment orr~.« apply to lNI

CORPS
_...,_11_•-•-•-•-•-•-i~l-.tl-..,._a
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'"-:his is the 'Cannes' ... a classic beauty. Its ruggedly elegant
lines match the marvelous quality of its supple leather. This is
but one style of many from the great collection of sandals in an
exciting variety of styles, sizes and prices at Paris-WINROGK.

Sero champions the traditional look on. college
campuses across the nation with its full-flared
Purist® button-down. Styled exclusively for the
collegian ... trimly tapered with a seven-button
front for a neater, slimmer appearance. A host
of new spring colourings and patterns in dis~
tinctive tattersals; checks, stripings and solids.
Classic shirtmanship at its finest.

fine shoes

AVAILABLE AT

®®®®

U.S, OFFICE OF EDUCATION/WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202

Choice of the Collegian

BRENNAN 1S
314 GOLD AVE. S.W.
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

.'
'
'

. i

I ..

,·

than

0

I

, I

Margherita M. Henning, Ph.D'.

but in sQndols
can goo think ol more

Your Sound

I

COLLEGE CAREER

''There ore o do%en
great shoe nomes,

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS

'

• Winrock •

I

Paris~oWINROCK is open Mon.-Wed.~Fri. until 9:00P.M.
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Published Monday, Wednesd117, Thursd117, and Friday of the regular University year by tbe
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State of Affairs
The Polarization Threat
By CLAYTON FRITCHEY
W ASHINGTON-Go"ll': Otto Kerner of Illinois, Chairman of the
President's Commission on Civil Disorders, is naturally distressed
that the Commission's recommendations have been largely ignored
so far. He feels "some of the trouble could have been averted if more
people had acted on the report."
" He can, however, take some comfort in the fact that the death of
Dr. Martin Luther King and the ensuing riots have suddenly inspired
new interest in the Commission's superb examination of the whole
racial problem in the U.S. With one important exception, its findings
bear up well under further scrutiny.
THE COMMISSION'S "basic conclusion" was: "Our nation is moving toward two societies, one black, one white-separate and unequal ..•.Our present course will involve the continuing polarization
of the American community and, ultimately, the destruction of basic
democratic values." The Commission foresaw the possibility of "largescale and continuing violence .•. followed by white retaliation and,
ultimately, the separation of the two communities in a garrison
state."
At first glance this sounds plausible, but historically it is unsound.
If further rioting drives all Americans into two hostile camps (which
is unlikely), it won't be a simple division of all whites against all
blacks, but rather (as in pre-Civil War days) some whites a~ainst a
combination of blacks and other whites.
THERE IS a widely accepted notion that the aggressive Negro
drive for equality will alienate most, if not all, of the white commun.., ity, generate a blanket backlash, and possibly produce a repressive
· society resembling South Africa's. The defect in this proposition is
that the millions of whites who believe in the black man's cause do
not alienate easily.
The years leading up to emancipation were also violent. The present number-one best-seller in the U.S. is "The Confession of Nat
Turner," the story of the Virginia slave who led an insurrection in
which more whites were killed than in over 100 urban riots in the
last three years. Yet even that atrocity did not deflect the determination of the abolitionists to help the black man attain his righs.
THE REASON so many whites then and now are proof against
alienation, regardless of provocation, is that their dedication is not
to the Negro per se, but to the democratic principle of equality and
the Christian principle of the Golden Rule. The record shows that
despite the continuing violence of recent years, a great many whites
(perhaps a majority) have continued to support Negro progress in
almost every form.
Another reason that the expected mass defection of whites has
not occurred is that they have observed that the great mass of blacks
have so iar not defected from Dr. King, the apostle of non-violence.
It is true that extremist leaders like Stokley Carmichael think their
.. day
... has come, but the odds are against it.
AT THE height of the rioting in the nation's capital, Carmichael
shouted, "Go horne and get you a gun and then come back.'' But he
went unheeded. And while Floyd McKissick, head of CORE, also
said the policy of non-violence is dead, that's not what the more representative Negro leaders are saying. The indisputable evidence is
that all of the nation's rioters put together add up to only a fraction
of one per cent of the Negro community.
So what does the future hold? In his last message before his death,
Dr. King called for an "Economic Bill of Rights," meaning jobs, housing, education, and, ultimately, a minimum income for everybody, regardless of color. This is essentially the same program that the President's Commission recommends. Thus the moderates of both races
now have a common goal and a common defense against the spread of
violence.
The only question is whether this joint white-black liberal bloc can
exert enough political pressure to put its program into effect. Even
this will not guarantee the end of rioting overnight, but it should insure the U.S. against ever becoming an apartheid society. The present polarization in the U.S. is not between white and black, but (as a
glance at Congress shows) between rural-small-town America and
;JI:etropolitan America.
,....
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Produces ASUNM Budget
By MELISSA HOWARD
If student senators were paid
the official minimum wage, the
Associated Students of UNM
would have spent $346.50 at their
last meeting, which lasted from 7
p.m. Tuesday until 5 a.m. W ednesday.
Eighteen senators, a secretary,
the parliamentarian, the presiding officer, and about 15 onlookers
hung on through an executive
session, a regular business meeting, and an arduous debate over
the proposed student government
budget.
AT THE opening of the meeting, senators Barbara Bennett,
Bob Finch, and Gary Cone were
absent. Sen. Tod Delaney was
gone for several hours, attending
a Publications Board meeting, and
Sen. Anne Knight left for good
before the budget discussions began.
Sen. George Hiller, noting the
number of absentees, said, "This
is probably the most important
meeting of the year. It is ridiculous that we barely have a quo-

rum.,

"Any senator who is not here
tonight is not meeting his responsibility to the students," Sen.
Dale Fogelstrom remarked.
Sometime around 10 p.m. a notice appeared on the blackboard
in the meeting room: "Now is the
time for &11 good men to come to
the aid of the Senate (God
knows)."
AS THE BUDGET discussion
progre:;;sed it became obvious that
The Mirage would be the major
item of interest. Several senators

opposed the :Partial subscription
plan okayed by Pub Jloard and
the Finance Committee, and after
some debate a final vote on the
yearbook's $20,000 recommended
allocation was postponed until
after all other items had been
voted.
Sen. Ernie Romero, a strong
advocate of full subsidy for The
Mirage, advised cutting the budget for FM radio station KUNM
by eliminating plans for conversion to stereo broadcasting-and
using the funds for the yearbook.
"The station's $5000 request
for stereo conversion wsa a trump
card used in case Finance Committee wanted to cut the allocation," charged Romero, a member
of Radio Board, which approved
the station's budget.
SUPPORTED by four or five
others, Romero argued all through
the session against many of the
recommended organization allocations, trying to free as much money as possible to give to The Mirage.
Sen. Michael Cole, a supporter
of the subscription plan, was appraently frnstrated by Senate's
unwillingness to take the book off
subsidy. "Let those who want it
:PRY for it, or else let it die," he
said.
In the middle of the Mirage
discussion, Sen. Cleve Seamon
left the room to get a drink of
water. As he stood by the fountain, Cole sped by, shouting,
"Corne on, Cleve, they'll never
catch us!" Cole, realizing that the
loss of two voting members would
mean that Senate no longer had a
quorum and could not function,

••=
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Bema
By TIM HUNTER
Anymore it almost goes with·
out saying that India will experience a major famine in the next
few years. Some also discuss the
likelihood of outbreaks of plague
and cholera and other diseases
which take advantage of the
weak human body.
For some years the United
States, under Public Law 480, has
attempted to rectify the agricultural imbalance in India by huge
grants of aid, particularly foodstuffs. This program has had, in
some cases, contradictory effects
on the Indian economy and the
ability of that country to avoid
disaster.

* * *
From the point of view of the
Indian government, which has
been since independence the Congress Party with its 19th-century
socialism, the controlling political force in India, the American
programs have seemed a useful
way of implementing its ideology.
Since Nehru, beginning in 1951,
inauguarted the first five-year
plan, the government of India
has operated under a series of
"planned" programs de!<igned to
"push" the country into economic
"take-off" by 1971. As the last
of these plans is currently in

India Goofed

* * *

* • *

It is said by some that while
everyone admits the veritable inevitability of catastrophe, that
in itself does not prove that the
hideous prospects are the result
of the planners. But this requires
further digging.
As we know, in the two really
big efforts to plan economic industrialization, by the USSR and
the Peking regime, the gains obtained were proportional to the
loss of interest in agriculture and
concomrnitant shortages of food.
In the Ukraine and China millions upon millions of deaths resulted.
In India a similar pattern appears, but the brntality of the
communist regimes is considerably softened by a relatively democratic frame of government. But
essentially the same facts stand
out--the national government
makes a concerted effort to develop industry, it finds as a result that it must divert capital
from agriculture to industry, and,
food production lags. Now in a
democratic society the food prices
would rise as shortages occur-

But in India, with the siphoning off of farm capital for planning, prices do not rise significantly, thanks to foreign grain on
the market. The 70 million Indian farms are, if anything, faced
with the problem of unfair cornpetition thanks to alien taxpayers. Once again the result follows
lines-income
from
classical
farming falls off,
According to the Reserve Bank
of India, capital formation by
farm families fell nearly 50 per
cent in the period 1951-1962, even
though the population dependent
o nagriculture grew by 22 per
cent.
Seventy per cent of the national work force is currently
engaged in agriculture, though it
produces about 50 per cent of the
national income, receives in return about five to ten per cent of
investible resources per year.
Seventy per cent of investible income goes into "industrial planning," which for its share contributes a mere five per cent of
the national income. Clearly the
Indian government has planned
its future famines well.

Students Respond to King's Murder
By RICHARD ANTHONY
College Press Service
WASHINGTON What is
there left to be said about Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr.?
Too much has been said already.
and by men who would, do better
nmiiiiDIIIMIIIIIIIlHimiiiii••••••-

News Analysis
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to keep silent-politicians who
would as soon have been seen in
friendly company with Mao TseTung as with King joined their
voices to the lamentation. But this
was predictable.
It's best to say very little - to
say that King was a man of faith
and superlative courage, a man
who misunderstood the realities
of .power in this country and the
more subtle ways of race hatred.
but who held to his word. The
hatred from the right and the
disadain from the left cannot
change these things.
BUT IT'S NOT so important
now to discuss what King was
like. What is important is to consider whether or not his murder
will make a difference. More than
one columnist has written that.
yes, it will, that Dr. King's death
will do more to advance the cause
of the Negro than any demonstration he might have led in his life.
and just look at the open housing bill ...
Legislative measures like the
open housing bill should not be
dismissed out of hand. Very possibly it will be of some value over
time to the black middle class,
though for now it serves mainly
as a grotesque comment on America, illuminating very clearly how

mueh more we as a people care
for property rights than for human rights.
It is difficult not to see the bill
as a gesture. And the same, unfortunately, can be said of much
of what colleges and universities
have done in response to the murder.
A large number of sehools have
established Martin Luther King
Jr. scholarship funds, and many
have established committees to
work in one way or another for
more rights for black people.
A FEW SCHOOLS have gone
fllrlher. Stanford University, for
one, bas pledged to double the
number of its "minority group"
students; to double the proportion
of its minority group employees;
to admit ten minority group students who do not meet the standards of admission; and to give
black stndents top priority for
financial aid.
The president of the University
of Iowa has ordered the study of
the feasibility of establishing an
Institute for Afro-American Studies, and has authorized an increase in the school's admissions
staff to look for more black students.
Mueh of the response to the
murder has come from students.
At Rutgers University in New
:Brunswick. N ..T., for example,
students held a march into the
city to protest discrimination. The
student council there bas taken
the position that any fraternity
practicing discrimination ought
to be banned from the campus.
STUDENTS AT Colgate University in upstate New York held
a sit-in in the administration
building to protest fraternity dis-

COLLEGE SENIORS CAN PICK
U.S. AIR FORCE JOBS
Tech Sergeant R. Gallegos, local Air Force reauiter, announced today that 1 sf Lt. Edward C. Streit, officer selection
specialist for New Mexico, will be at the University of New
Mexico, in the Placement Bureau office on the 24th and 25th
of April from 9 a.m. fo 5 p.m. to discuss the Air Force officers
training school and other commissioning programs.
Sergeant Gallegos noted that each applicant for the officer
training school can selec:t, without obligation, his or her own
job specialty in the Air Force aligned with their college degree.
This enables for the college graduate fo continue in a field
which they are both prepared and interested, while serving
with the Air Force.
Men and women college graduates and seniors are urged fo
contoc:t Lt. Streit about the officers training school. Nurses,
physical and occupational therapists and dietitians can receive
information on the Air Force direct commissioning programs.
Personal interviews can be arranged by contacting the UNM
· PIQcement Bureau at 277-2531.

LEARN ABOUT ONE~STOP SHOPPING

One-Stop Convenience
One-Stop Savings
One-Stop Selection

WA ...

Open Your Budget-Aid Credit Account
for Shopping Convenience

• _• Ext. 6. , • Today for Credit Application
Shop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.
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red. Farmers, experiencing higher earnings, would be inclined to
plant more and thereby increase
their earnings.

'{ou WI-\E.RE'
Ft~D

as

operation, and the country is on
the verge of starvation, we might
assume the general ineffectiveness
of the planners.

\T'SI-\OWS

1b

seemed to want the meeting to
break up before a decis~on was
made on the yearbook.
Finally, about 4:15 a.m. the
last item was approved. A total of
$7400 had been cut from Finance
Committee's recommended allocations.
Travelstead, realizing that the
Senate would not approve the
$20,000 his committee had recommended to pay for promotion, advertising, and a guarantee for a
·partial subscription plan, did
some quick work on the adding
machine. The yearbook's expected
needs for next year total $47,402;
$5750 is expected from sales of
pages to organizations, and $3000.
worth of advertising can probably be sold.
Senate had already cut $3130
from the original Mirage request.
Travelstead's adding machine
showed that the original recommended allocation of $20,000, plus
the $7400 cut from other items,
and a $3000 guarantee from the
ASUNM reserve fund totaled
$30,400. The remaining $5000
could be made up in advance sales
of subscriptions, he said, and
moved passage of a $30,400 allocation.
The weary senators, some ha;pPY because a vestige of the subscription plan was still in effect,
others glad that student activity
fees would still be the yearbook's
primary income, and all of them
delighted that a compromise had
been reached, quickly approved
the $30,400 allocation and the
meeting broke up shortly after 5
a.m., just as the sun rose over the
Sandias.
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crimination there. The students'
association at the University of
Minnesota has sponsored a sit-in
at the office of the mayor in St.
Paul, cProtesting the stockPiling
of rifles similar to those used in
Viet Nam by the city's police
department.
The Kerner Report on last summer's upheavals in the cities said
the United States is becoming two
societies, "separate and unequal."
It's a catch phrase, too much of
one really, because it conjures up
images of the old Jim Crow days,
with separate bathrooms, segregated movie houses, and seats in
the back of the bus. Nevertheless,
not much thought is required to
suggest what is really implicit in
the phrase.
"UNEQUAL" means, quite
simply, that few, if any, of the
country's major institutions-its
corporations, its governments, its
churches and universities - exercise their powers on behalf of
the black poor. It is exercised, by
default if not by intention, on
behalf of the white and affiuent
majority.
It is no secret that this is what
"unequal" means. The point is,
if this country is to avoid developing into a larger model of South
Africa, then the balance of institutional power must be radically changed.
It would be nice to imagine
that the country's colleges and
universities, with their brand-new
urban studies departments and
their search for black "talent,"
are in the process of aligning
themselves with the ghettoes, but
nothing could be further from the
truth. Like any growing institution a university thrives on money, and ghettoes are not where
the money is to be found. The
universities are as locked into
the white establishment as IBM.
CAN THIS BE changed? Not
likely, but students ought to make
the effort. The campaign of Sen.
Eugene McCarthy indicated that
students can make a difference
politically, though it's true that
the comparison between getting
out the vote for McCarthy and
attempting to realign the power
balance of the country is obviously a distant one.
Nevertheless, students should
work for such a realignment, because hardly anyone else is doing it, and because it could be
the country's last chance.
It won't simply be a matter of
getting rid of fraternities that
discriminate, nor of pressuring
administrations to admit more
black students.
Universities won't make a dent
in the country's institutional racism until they threaten to deny
white society what they so willingly now provide - its intellectual support.
STUDENTS, therefore, should
organize now to put greatly increased pressure on their school
administrations and boards of
trustees, and they should encourage faculty members and alumni
groups to do the same. They
should press to have their schools
cut off research aid to any institution, whether cPUblic or private,
that will not SllP:POrt massive aid
programs to the ghettoes.
They should demand that university officials intervene with all
their powers on behalf of ghetto
dwellers in conflicts with govern-

ments, whether local, state or
national. At public universities in
particular, they should encourage
important members of the faculty
to give notice they will leave
unless state legislatures move to
implement major ;programs of social improvement.
There are a great many other
goals that students can work for,
but these can be worked out at
individual campuses. It's not difficult to discover the many ways
in which universities contribute
to racism in this country. The difficult part will be devising strategies to change this situation

Listen to KUNM
FUN
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2023 COLUMBIA SE
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Lm Conccertt Hall
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Full Color Film
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Two Showings Only Friday, April 19
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Now At A New Location
Twenty models to choose from. With exciting new performance
-exciting new features- exciting new styles. There's a Yamaha
Exciter to meet every wish and wallet-for street, scrambles or
trail. Come in and ride out with one of these thoroughbreds
today. And
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of terms!
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NROTC Drill Tearn to Compete May 18
The Roadrunners, the drill
team of the UNM Naval Reserve
Officers Training Corps, will p11rticip11te in the Stanford University Invitational drill meet on
May ;1.8. Funds for the trip were
allocated last week by Student
Senate.
"We're out to win the meet,"
a Roadl'unner representative told
senators. Schools fl'om •rexas,

Vigilantes
UNM Vigilantes will hold a
smoker this Sunday from 1 to 3
p.m. in the north ballroom of the
Union. All Vigilante applicants
al'e required to attend this smoker.

WANT ADS
PERSONALS
POET.RY WANTED for Poetry Antholo!n'.
Include otamped envelope. ldlewUd PabJ!Bhers, 543 Frederick, San Franoiaeo,
Cali!omia. 94117.
HELP WANTED
TEACHERS WANTED Entire West and
Alaska. Slllaries $6,000 up, Southwest
Teacher's Agency, 1303 Central N.E., AI·
buquerque, N..M.
FAST ACCVRATE typist needed. Work
part time now and full time in summer.
Call 241!-3645.

FOR SALE
OLD MANZANO School Houoe built of

adobe and fiagstone. Walls 30" thick.
Converted Into home. Secluded-Huge.
Ideal for clubhouse, fraternity, home,
71??7, 1'h acre land, water, llgbts, bu·
tane. Desperate, about to be foreclosed
-Want $3,000. Call George Romero
255·4800.

TWO BEDROOM ADOBE, (UNlll area).
It's a world of its own I Rustic, charm·
ing. with patios and gardens, you'll be
captivated. Beautiful fireplace, dining·

room, Mexican tile bathroom. perfect

for a couple I $14,000, call Bruce Caird
265-8571 or evenings 247-3048. Caird·
Norris Realty.
4x
FOR RENT
1808 OLD TOWN :Rd. NW. Cbannlnlr as
a snit of Spanish armor. Theee one bed·
room furnished adobe apto. are " swing.
;ug way o! life. Call Sam Cooper 265·
8574 or evenings 842·8280. Caird·Norris
Realty.
4x

CHARlll FOR RENT. Original Albuquer·
que Adobe. 4 bdrm, 2 baths, 32 ft. livinlr
roomi study, dining room. 6 ·fireplaces,
large patio, l'h acres. AvaUable July l,
Telephone 248·5870.

SERVICES
TYPING I For a 'super' paper - edited
zmnunar, spe!linlf, punctuation - let a
former NYC Executive Secretary help
yon. Partial background: Advertising ;
Art; Financial; r..sal; Sciences. Ex·
perienced typing professional papers presented national engineering CC)nferences.
Phone: 242-0549.

California, and New Me:xico will
be competing, Senate voted to
allocate $298 to finance the tl'ip
for 17 men,

Med Students Up
For Boord Exams
When the 19 members of the
first graduating class at University of New Mexico School of
Medicine sit down to a grueling
16 hoUl's of National Board
exams next week, they'll be sitting in rooms throughout the
world.
Because of a flexible program
for fourth-year medical students
at UNM, many of the seniors
are now taking further training
at such places as Tel Aviv, Isra.
el, and Edinburgh, Scotland. All
will retul'n for graduation here
in June.
But next Monday and Tuesday
they'll be taking their board
exams as a class-reg11rdless of
where they currently al'e study.
ing.
The National Board of Medical
Examiners is a voluntary and un·
official examining agency. Some
states accept passage of the National Boards as sufficient to
grant a license to a doctor within
their state.
The National Board is recog•
nized as an influential and important :factor in maintaining
ever-higher standards of medical
education and in testing with
thol'oughness the
physician's
qualifications for the practice of
his profession. Its examinations
are now taken by more than
three.quarters of the medical
students in the U.S.
The UNM students already
have taken Part I of the exam,
covering anatomy, biochemistry,
microbiology, pathology, phar•
machology, and physiology. Part
II, which they will take on Monday and Tuesday, will cover medi·
cine (including legal medicine),
obstetrics and gynecology, pedi·
atrics, psychiatl'y, public health
and preventive medicine, and
surgery. Part III will be taken
during their internship.

TYPING WANTED: 7 yrs, experience for
studento at Univ. North Carolina. Ex·
cellent accuracy. Straight typing (term
papers etc.) 36c per pag~ou furnish
paper. Paper furnished at one cent a
sheet. Prefer you call 'rue. or Thurs.
nighto. 241!-9451.

1he Natt1e "'the Gdfrfe

DO YOU BITE your nails? Would :vou llke

on ~,.~vpp/ieJ,r~!%~~f.
A~t Centet Dhcovnt

to stop 7 A limited number of people are
being accepted in an I!XI>eriment tn Btop
naU biting. Under the auspices of lJN.M
Poycbology Dept. Call Hr. Stephen,
277~5 for appointment.

SWllllllllNG PAREN~r .luat plain
parties. Faclllties include swimming,
dancing, Bar-B-Q, volley baD etc. 7mldni!lht, 111 to GOG JlerBOn&. Life Guards
provided. Thunderbird Swim-Gym. 2479677.

IN A REGULAR business session pl'eceding the discussions of
the 1968-69 Associated Students
budget, Senate also passed two
bills allocating a total of $300
for UNM's pal'ticipation in
Choice '68, the national collegiate
presidential primary. The budget
was finally appl'oved at the end
of a ten-hour meeting.
Sen. Tod Delaney, campus coOl'dinator for Choice '68, sponsored a bill allocating $250 to pay
for extl'a ballots for a New Mexico gubernatorial primary. UNM
is one of three state schools participating in the voting for govemor. A referendum question on
changing the voting age to 18
will also be on the New Mexico
ballot,
In addition, $50 was allocated
to pay for election expenses in
the voting for president.
AFTER 30 minutes' debate,
Senate also voted $500 to partially finance a UNM-sponsol'ed
cQnference on "The University
and the State." The meet will
bring together students, faculty
members, and administl'ators
from UNM and New Mexico government officials at the D. H.
LaWl'ence Ranch in Taos April
26-28 to discuss the school's relationship with the state.
"The conference will serve to
improve students' relations with
the state, and to let the citizens
know where we stand on certain
issues," Sen Coleman Travelstead said. Some senators, however, questioned the value of the
meeting.
"NOTHING NEW is going to
come out," said Sen. Anne
Knight. "The lines have all'eady
been drawn by Jleople outside the

Lobo 9 Face Arizona Patronize
Lobo Advertizers
For 3-Game Series

Trim Shirts
for Men

school," Sen. Ernie Romero remarked.
Terl'y Calvani1 whose appointment as head lobbyist for next
yea!,' was approved at the meeting, aaid that the conference "will
help the lobby's effort. It might
establish a dialogue with the legislature, the press, and the taxpayers," he said.
THE ALLOCATION for the
conference was finally approved
when Vice-President Bill Carx
voted in favor of the bill, breaking a tie. It was the first vote
Carr has cast in Senate this year.
No action wat~ taken last week
on a proposed bill to establish a
five-year permanent fund. Money
for the fund would be allocated
in each year's ASUNM budget
and the money would be saved Ol'
invested.
Held in committee is a bill to
make the National Student Association coordinator's position
appointive instead of elective. No
funds were allocated in next yeal''s
budget to pay the coordinator's
salary. A proposed amendment to
the constitution which would
more clearly define the function
of the Speakers Committee was
also held.

10 to 15 per cent
discount

Lobo baseball coach Bob Leigh week and will be out of the lineup
has named righthander Ralph for the rest of the season.
THE LOBOS set a l'ecord for
Sallee as New Mexico's starting
the
most wins ever by a New
;pitcher for Friday's Western
Mexico
baseball team last week
Athletic Conference game with
in
the
foul'th
game of a five-game
the Arizona Wildcats.
series
with
Hiram
Scott College.
The Lobos host the Wildcats
beat
the Scotties
New
Mexico
Friday at 3 p.m. at the UNM
in
the
first
game
of the
12-8
diamond with a twinbill set for
doubleheader
Satul'day
for
its
Satul'day starting at 1 p.m.
25th
win
of
the
yeal'.
The
Lobos
SALLEE, with a 6-1 recol'd
this season, is expected to face won 24 games last season under
Coach Bob Leigh. Hiram Scott
Arizona lefty Rich Hinton (6-2)
salvaged
the last game of t~e
in the first meeting of the year
five-game
series with a 4-3 wm
between the two WAC schools.
Sallee's only loss was to Arizona over New Mexico in the second
State University last week. Sallee game of the twinbill.
Tuesday afternoon, the Lobos
enters the game with a 2.68 earnput
an abrupt halt to a Hig~la~ds
ed run average and 80 strikeouts
University
eight-game w1nmng
to his credit in 54 1/3 innings of
streak with a 5-4 win at Las Vework.
Ron Sims (3·1) is expected to gas.
pitch in Saturday's opener with
Bob McAulay (5·1) the choice
in the nightcap. McAulay worked
three innings in Tuesday's game
with New Mexico Highlands and
now has 83 strikeouts to his credit. Arizona coach Frank Sancet
is expected to go with l'ighthander
Tim Plodinec (6-1) and lefty Pat
O'Brien (3-2) in the double header.
NEW MEXICO upped its season record to 26-6 Tuesday by
defeating defending small college
champion New Mexico Highlands
CENTERFIELDER STEVE BARNHILL, one o~ t~e most consist- 5-4 in Las Vegas behind a 14-hit
ent hitters and defensive players for Coach Bob Le1gh s Lobo baseball batting attack, Ed Reeder took
team this season, will be out for the remainder of the 1968 sea~n due his second win in relief and limitto an injul'y incurred last week. 1;larnh!ll suiiered a bro~en wnst dul'· ed the Cowboys to two hits in the
ing the Lobos five-game series w1th H1ram Scott and ~dl be replaced 5 1/3 innings he worked.
"
in the outfield by Jim Hames and G.len Sehawel. ~anllnll, a sophomore
Leigh's starting lineup will
...................................
from Denver, finished the season with a .250 battmg average.
have Rick Laub (.333) behind
the plate with Mike McLaughlin
(,4(}2) at fil'st, Jim Palmer (.356)
In Tennessee
at second, Jim Johnson (.253) at
shortstop and Greg With (.330)
used Gibson played
at third base. The outfield will
have Jim Hames (.276) in left,
school teacher.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (CPS)- tl'oversy with coaches because he Glen Schawel (.258) in center
and Dickie Baldizan (.281) in
A football player at Vanderbilt signed a statement that he would
200 Centra\ S.E.
University here has quit the team not serve with the military in right. Regular centerfielder Steve
Barnhill broke his Wl'ist last
after becoming involved in a con- VietNam.
Terry Thomas, a junior from
Bay Shore, Long Island, quit the
football squad a£ter being told
by the coaching staff that his actions "reflected badly" on the
team and the athletic program.
Thomas said he was not asked
to leave the team, but the coaches
made it clear he was not wanted.
Thomas was one of 23 students
who signed a statement which appeared in the Vanderbilt student
newspaper, the RUSTLER. The
200 c.c .. TO 650 C.C.
statement said the signers would
not militarily serve in Viet Nam.
Thomas' affiliation with the football team was not mentioned, and
Thomas said he was acting as an
individual.
Sever a 1 Vanderbilt faculty
members have criticized the Athletic Department, saying it should
not have been necessary for
AT
Thomas to choose between standI/IIIIGFGRSPORF ing by his conscience and staying
FORMERL.Y CUSHMAN MOTORS
on the football team. The Vanderbilt H U S T L E R commended
'I'homas in an editorial for his
331·333 SAN PEDRO DR .. N.E.
"strong mol'al and ethical convicPHONE 265-6531
tions."
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Shop
For Young Men
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WINROCK • NOB HILL
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Notes. help you Yrhen ,.,.
need it most: (1) When you batt
down and can't understand a J'8ad.
lng assignment. (21 When you need
clear, concise Interpretation and

r ---.

The Restless Ones

explanation ln reviewlnll for an
exam. Get the Cliff's Notes habit.
You'll gain a greater appreciation
of literature-and ~ou'lleambltmr
arades.

Through April 30

lute~\1to\ton:·
THI! OREA'tEST NAMI!: IN SOCKS
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keeps your feet dry by

Birdwick~
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I ~'···'
·~-I _ ..... ..,
I
.
I
a

process

wicking moisture away from
your foot thru the Orlan®
cushion foot into the outer
layer of soft cotton from
whence it evaporates. Gentle
stretch nylon assures
perfect fit and "stay.up·
ness." Machine washable
and dryable in a variety
of colors. One siza fits
10 to 13. $1.50 a pair.

At: associated
students
bookstore
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TRIUMPH

PATRONIZE THE ALBUQUERQUE TRANSIT SYSTEM

.

;·-· --

GO

Albuquerque Transit Buses cover all parts of the City and
will let you off at several points on Central between
Girard and University. The MEDICAL ARTS route actual~
ly cuts across campus; Roma to University to Lomas to
Stanford.

".

Used Guitars-All Makes
Home of Honest Bob's
Used Guitar
Lot ~·~·~·~·~·~···~
... ~~ ............
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THE
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Looking for a parking place?
Walking after you've found one?
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Athlete Criticized On War Position

Store •2?24 E. CetJtrat
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Fidelity Union life

guitar city
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From Coast to Coast
the leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men
and Women

Short Stories
Poetry
Critical Essays
Reviews
Plays
Drawings
Lithographs
Photographs

DEADLINE MAY 1
Bring contributions to English Department Office, Art Department Office or
Thunderbird Office in the Journalism Building.

~···.
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NEW MEXICO lOBO

Page 8

Lobo Tracksters Try for Fourth Win
Coach Hugh Hackett's Lobo
_track squad will be shooting for
its fourth straig·ht dual win Saturday when New Mexico meets
Abilene Christian College on the
Wildcat campus.
The Lobos won their third dual
of the season last week by defeating Oklahoma State University !!7-48 in Stillwater and then
entered a team in the Oklahoma
Relays. During the Oklahoma
swing, Lobo Jon Caffey established a New Mexico school record
in the pole vault with a vault of
lG-%,. Caffey set the old mark
of 15-10 last season.
CAFFEY WILL be facing
ACC's Gt>ne Riley in the pole
vault. Riley has gone 16-0 indoors this season and 15-6 outdoors. Riley holds his school's
f1·cshman mark at 16-0.
The top battle in the field
events should shape up between
New Mexico discus throwers Ervin Jarros and Mike Jeffrey
against the Wildcats' Dave Parsons. Parsons has the best mark
in Texas this season with 1752 ~:, and is within reach of the·
ACC record of 177-10.
Jarros and Jeffrey had their
best performances of the season
Saturday in the Oklahoma Relays
when Jan·os won the event with
a 177-~4 and Jeffrey was second
at 176-7.
NEW MEXICO distance runner Ron Eller ran third to Abilene's AI Van Troha in the Oklahoma Relays and will meet him
again Saturday. Van Troha has
the second-best mile in the state

this season with a 4:04.3 while
Eller I'an a 4:06.0 in the opener
in Arizona. Van Troha mn 4:16
in the relays.
A pair of new faces on the
Lobo roster have set or tied
school records this year and
should have little trouble winning Saturday. Swedish imp01·t

place in the steeple-chase with
a 9:18,6. He trailed post graduates C h r is McCubbins of Oklahoma State and Conrad Nightengale of Kansas State.
New Mexico competed against
Abilene
Christian,
Oklahoma
State, Drake, Wichita, Kansas,
Southern Illinois, and host Okla-

jump-Baxter, George Loughridge, and Joe Powdrell; pole
vault-Caffey and PowdRll; shot
put-Jarros, Keppers, and Jeffrey· javelin-Nilsson, Powdrell,
anl Tom Solenberger; triple
jump-Baxter, Powdrell, and
Roosevelt Williams; high jumpPhil Kastens, Loughridge; discus-J"arros, Kcppers, and Jeffrey; 440 relay-Ivory Moore, Jif!!

-.-----·------------------•""=•m•m·,.
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hurdles-Williams, Herold Bailey, Loughridge; 440-yard dashSinger, Ed Moseley, and John
Rogan; 100 yard dash-Matison,
Walton, and Moore; 880-yard run
-DeWindt, Bill Utrup, and Ro-

0

B

o

ED IT 0 R'
WAYN E Cl D D 10

Ake Nilsson set a UNM javelin
record two weeks ago with a toss
of 237-4 ~'2 while junior college
'transfer Phil Kastens equaled
the UNM high jump record Saturday with a leap of 6-10.
OTHER OUTSTANDING Lobo performances last weekend
were turned in by Rene Matison
and Adrian DeWindt_ Matison
tied a stadium record at Stillwater with a 9.4 spring in the
100-yard dash. Matison also won
the 22-yard dash and anchored
UNM's winning 440-yard relay
team to score 11 points.
In the Oklahoma Relays, DeWindt was the first collegiate to

S1"nger, Don Walton, and Mati-

homa in the weekend relays.
HACKETT ALSO expects to
gather points in the triple jump,
shot put, and the springs. NCAA
triple-jump champion Art Baxter
is returning to form in his speciality after a poor start.
Baxter did not make the trip
to Oklahoma but has a season
best of 49-2%. with a wind-aiaed
52-2%. Jarros and Steve Keppers are the top Lobo entries in
the shot. Rene Matison will lead
New Mexico in the sprints. Matison has a 9.4 in the 100-yard dash
this season.
Coach Hackett's entry list for
Saturday's meet includes: long

gan; 44o intermediate hurdlesBaxter, Mike Jones, and Williams; 220-yard dash-Matison,
Walton, and Singer; tbree-mile
run-Eller, Bob Nanninga, and
Bill Schrandt; mile relay-Singer, Matison, Baxter, and Williams.
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FIRST QUALITY
All-WAYS· WHY PAY MORE

GO FORMAL!
SPRING DANCES
FRATERNITY
PARTIES
YOU SAVE
PHONE 247-4345

FIRST and GOLD

Specializing
in Razor-Cuts
and
Hair-Styling

NOW IN IT'S 6th GREAT WEEK
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
BEST DIRECTOR
MIKE NICHOLS

_..,...
MIKE MCHOLS-LAWRENCETURMAN _.,_

SENIOR JON CAFFEY set a UNl\l school record in the pole vault last week at the University
of Oklahoma Relays in Norman. Caffey vaulted
16-0 to erase the mark of 15-10 he set last year
at University Stadium. Caffey, a senior from
Highland High School, became the first Lobo to
ever vault 16 feet in competition. Caffey has figured heavily in New Mexico track successes this

Patronize
lobo Advertizers
Study in
~Guadalajara, Mexico
The Guodalajora Summer School. a
fully occredited Universiry of Arizona·
program, conducted in cooperation
with professors from Stanford Uni•
versify, Universlry of California, and
Guadalajara, will offer July 1 to August 10, art, folklore, geography, history' language and literature courses.
Tuition, board and room is $290.
Write Prof. Juan B. Rael, P.O. Box
7227, Stanford, California 94305.

"Benjamindoyou find me

~cason placing in the top three in the pole vanlt

m all of th~ Lobos' meets this season. Caffey will
be up agamst some stiff competition Saturday
when the Lobos take on Abilene Christian College
in New Mexico's fourth dual meet. ACC's Gene
Riley has vaulted 16-0 indoors this season and
15-6 outdoors and should fight it out with Caffey
for meet honors.

Newman Students
Set Date for Ball
The Newman Student Organization will sponsor the Cardinal
Newman Ball on April 19, from
6 p.m. to 1 a.m. The dinner-dance
will be held at the Summit House
atop Sandia Peak.
The cost of the tickets, $12 a
couple, will include the ride on
the tramway, dinner, and dancing. Tickets are available at the
Student Union ticket office or at
the Newman Center.

Listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.
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~Oh,no

1lts. RobimJn.
I think
you're the

m>tatb'active
of all

'THE 6RADUA1E

friends."
TECHNICOLOR

OPEN 1:00 SHOW 1:-40 3:-40 5>«1 7;.40 91.40

,·s

2510 Cenlral S.E.
Across From Jolmson Gym

because you care
about your clothing!

. DRY CLEANING the
Sanitone Professional
way

SPITFIRE ARCHERY LANES
Beginner and Hunter Classes now forming
Ncw Leagues Also Forming
OPEN 7 DAYS WEEKLY
315-2549
5200 San Mateo NE

tmde&irabler

IJl.Yparents'
Largest Selection
*Poster Board
*Colored Papers
*Tempera Color
*Spray Paint
*Giit1er
*Brushes
Discount Prices

call 243-5671 today!
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(across from the Triangle)
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Ben's Barber Shop
and Hair Styling
Now With
2 Barbers
Ben and Ron
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Possoge Unlikely
Of 18Voting Age,
Says Sen. Easley
By ALLEN BUCHANAN
Fol'!ller Lt. Gov. Mack Easley,
speaking as a Democratic gubernatorial candidate last night in
the Union Theater, said he favors the idea of allowing 18-yearolds to vote in New Mexico.
But Easley indicated it would
be impossible to have such an
amendment passed any time in
the :r;ear future. He said passage
:requires three-fourths of the
vote in two-thirds of the New
Mexico counties, and ·from that
·~practical standpoint" it would
seem unlikely that he, as governor, would be able to immediately influence any decision on the
matter.
The present state government
was described by Easley as extremely unstable. "This is due in
~a.rt to the. instability of the pohtJcal parties," he said, ". • •
leading to inefficiency .and waste
in the spending of tax dollars.''
HE SUGGESTED that both
parties broaden the base of their
politics and concern themselves
with the businessmen, housewives, and young people of the
state. "A restlessness among the
young cannot be ignored," he
said. "'We should enlist the young
people in a drive for better government."
Easley was asked to explain
his stand on the current education crisis in New Mexico. He
said that at one time the state's
rate of teacher salary increase
was fourth in the nation, but has
.since slipped to 26th.
"WE CAN'T have good teachers and university professors
without meeting the demands of
salary increases," he said. "Wc
are challenged to provide a stable
and equitable tax structure to
provide revenue for such functions"
E~ley said New Mexic~ has
the highest number of Ph.D.s of
any state in the nation, but that
it also :ranks with the highest
high school drop-out rates. He
believes the resultant job crisis
will be one of the basic issues in
the upcoming campaign.
"We must have jobs for those
drop-outs," he said, "and for the
men returning from Viet Nam,
and the people that find themselves replaced by machines."
DURING A question-and-answer session, Easley was asked
what he thought about the Viet
Nam war. "I don't want to get
into Viet Nam," he answered.
"At present I am more concerned with the problems of this
state."
When asked about the Stokley
Carmichael speaking incident,
Easley said that such decisions
should be left with the Regents
and Speakers Committee.

Lobo Staff Member

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

Wins Writing Award
Lobo Managing Editor Nooley
Reinheardt has won a $100
scholarship from the William
Randolph Hearst Foundation for
a story which appeared in the
"Wednesday, March 27 Lobo.
The story, which won ninth
place in national ncwswriting
competition, was the culmination
of a five-month Lobo survey into
drug usage by UNM students
and law-enforcement and administrative approaches to drug usage
by students.

FORMER LT. GOV. Mark Esaley, spoke last night in the Union
!heater. He ~aid he favored the idea of allowing 18 year olds to vote
m New Mexico. In regard to the education crisis in New Mexico
Easley said "We are challenged to provide a stable and equitable ~
structure to provide revenue for such functions.'' He said he didn't
know enough about the legal aspects of the Alianza to voice an
opinion. (Photo by Pawley)

1,000 Responses

Dorm l-lo_urs. Regulations
Studied in Poll by Women
By GRANT HARVEY
Results of a dorm poll asking
women students in campus dormitories their ideas on current
hour regulations will not be tabulated for at least another week,
says Mary McDonald, member of
the Zia Wing Council in Hokona
Hall.
Miss McDonald says the threepage questionnaire that asked
women students questions such
as, "If you had unlimited hours
would this help or hinder your
studying and how?" was answered by about 1000 women.
"BECAUSE the questions were
objective and could be answered
at length, the forms have taken a
long time to study and interpret,"
Miss McDonald says.
Miss McDonald said the purpose of the poll is to tabulate the
changes, if any, that the dorm
women would like to see made in
the existing regulations concerning hours.
"A previous poll concerning

Dr. R. Dove Selected
As Engineering Dean
Dr. Richard C. Dove has been
named dean of the UNM College
of Engineering by President Tom
Popejoy and President-elect Ferrel Heady.
On July 1 he will assume the
position held for the past eight
years by Dr. Richard H. Clough.
Dr. Clough has announced he will
return full-time to teaching and
research.
Dr. Dove currently is chair·
man of the mechanical engineering department. He joined the
UNM faculty in 1947 and is coauthor of a widely adopted textbook at the graduate level, "Experimental Stress Analysis and
Motion Measurement.''
In 1966, Dr. Dove was honored
as outstanding engineering teach·
er in the New Mexico-TexasLouisiana section by the American Society for Engineering Education.

dress habits of women students
at UNM resulted eventually in
the approval by the Board of
Regents for women being allowed
to wear slacks anywhere on campus," Mary McDonald says. "We
are hoping for such good results
from this poll."
"WE HOPE to make any necessary 'change proposals' soon to
the Women's Residence Halls,
who, we hope, will approve them
and pass them on to the Associated Women Students where they
must be approved before being
considered by Dean Helen Whiteside and the Board of Regents,"
she said.
"If we don't get any proposed
changes approved before the end
of this school term, the girls in
office next year will have to go
through this whole mess again,"
Miss McDonald says.
"As it Is now, we may have to
send out a revised qusetionnaire
as soon as we tabulate this one
because indications from some of
those forms already read arc
that the first questionnaire was
incomplete."
Miss McDonald said that a
new questionnaire would have to
be completed quickly because the
current dorm-hours poll was
started at the first of this semester.

Reception Opens

Exhibit by Adams
A reception from 3 to 6 p.m.
Sunday will open a new show at
the Jonson Gallery, "Recent
Paintings by Clinton Adams.''
The public is invited to the reception in the lower gallery at 1909
Las Lomas NE.
Adams is dean of the UNM
College of Fine Arts.
The show is composed of paintings done by Adams during the
past two years. It is the 20lst
show to be hung at the Jonson
Gallery, and will remain on exhibit through May 10. The gallery
is open from noon to 6 p.m.
daily, without charge.

Choice '68, the national collegi.
ate presidential primary, will be
conducted next Wednesday, April
24, but recent events "have come
too late for any modification of
the ballot to be effected," officials
have announced.
Martin Luther King, slain in
Memphis April 4, and Lyndon
Johnson, who has declined to run
for the presidency agaro, are still
listed on the Choice '68 ballot.
Two referendum questions on
the Viet Nam war will not be
changed, in spite of recent indications of coming negotiations.
"THE EXECUTIVE offices of
Choice '68, however, are preparing a statement that will cover
the more glaring inconsistencies"
in the ballot, it was announced
last week.
Students at UNM will also
vote April 24 in a New Mexico
gubernatorial primary. Tod Delaney, campus coordinator for
Choice '68, who arranged the
state balloting, said yesterday
that the College of Santa Fe may
be included in the list of schools
-UNM, New Mexico State, and
Eastern New Mexico - already
participating.
The New Mexico student ballot
will include a referendum question on lowering the voting age
to 18.
FIVE MEN listed on the presidential ballot - Mark Hatfield,
Richard Nixon, Charles Percy,
Nelson Rockefeller, and Harold
Stassen-have issued statements
praising the :purposes and organization of Choice '68.
Said Nixon, "Choice '68 is a
thoroughly worthwhile exercise.
It enables the Iargc1y dishan-

chised student to make a political
impact with his views on the
great issues and his preference
among the candidates."
New York's Democratic Senator Robert Kennedy has responded to all three referendum
questions on the Choice '68 ballot. The first two questions deal
with the course of action to be
pursued by the United States in
Viet Nam and the policy on
bombing North Viet Nam.
"IF NEGOTIATIONS can be
started, we should be prepared to
offer 2 realistic program towards
peace in VietNam. In the meantime, we should de-escalate our
military efforts in South Viet
Nam and concentrate on protecting populated areas so as to reduce immediately the devastation
and killing. We should also insist that the South Vietnamese
eliminate corruption, institute
major social reform, and assume
a greater responsibility in the

Last Official Issue

Sale of U. Juggler
To Begin Monday
The third issue of The Juggler
in its last official series will be
released Monday. The magazine
will seU around Albuquerque for
35 cents, but will be available to
students for a quarter.
Included in this issue, (the
"LBJ retirement issue"), will be
a wall-size personality poster of
General
Lewis B. Hershey,
head of the Selective Service System.
Rob Burton, Juggler editor,
said he thinks the latest magazine copy is "consistently good"
and is "the best one produced so
far."
The Juggler was denied an allocation in the 1968-69 Associated
Students budget last March, removing it from the Jist of official
UNM student publications. The
Student Publications Board decided the magazine no longer deserved subsidy by student activity
fees since it was not selling.

military effort in the South," said
Kennedy.
The presidentail candidate also
said that "our p:rograms should
include an offer to insure the--National Liberation front a genuine place in the political life of
South Viet Nam. Without this,
the success of the negotiations is
doubtful."
Students voting in the Choice
'68 primary will also be asked
"In confronting the 'urban crisis,'
which of the following should receive highest priority in governmental spending: education, job
training and employment opportunities, housing, income subsidy, or riot control and stricter
law enforcement?"
KENNEDY HAS indicated that
he feels jobs and job training are
"the key to solving the urban
crisis." Said Kennedy, "In America you are what you do, and
every man deserves a chanc:Q•W.
hold down a job and support his
family with dignity and satisfaction. I have proposed several
measures to help do this, and I
would give them number-one domestic priority."
Choice '68 headquarters in
New York announced last week
that Richard Nixon had delivered "an exclusive statement of
:policy" on Viet Nam that "presented a strategic blueprint that
differed little from the administration's policy prior to President
Johnson's withdrawal from the
1968 campaign."
NIXON TOLD Choice '68 that
North Viet Nam is the "aggressor" and that the South is "inv ad c d territor.v," discoUDting

claims that the war is a civil, i~- .

ternal struggle.
The U.S. is obligated to "maintain a sufficient level of military
activity to convince the enemy
first, that he cannot win the war,·
and second, that for him to continu epursuing a military victory
is not worth the cost," Nixon
said.
Nixon disagreed with President Johnson's bombing halt currently in effect while plans are
made for negotiations. "If sup.
port for the aggression in the
South diminishes, then the bombing can diminish. If the North
ceases to fuel the war in the
South, then the bombing can
cease," he said.
CHOICE '68 reported that
"Nixon refused to accept anything short of a conventiou~
military victory in Viet Nam, as
a negotiated settlement involving
concessions to the North appears
to be unacceptable to him.''
Nixon also said that improvements in job training and employment opportunities were essential for eliminating poverty in
the U.S.
"Earnings from a job would
:provide the urban poor with the
dignity that no income subsidy
will ever provide. It would also
provide both social mobility and
the opportunity for the poor to
either improve their own housing, or move to new housing. The
strongest chains holding the urban poor to the ghetto today are
neither legal nor racial but econsaid.
omic," he
.
,
SUPPORT FOR Democrat Eu~
gene McCarthy's campaign for
President was voiced last week
by Norman Thomas, former leader of the American Socialist :party and a six-time candidate for
President.
In a statement released to
Choice '68, Thotnas said, "I am
for Eugene McCarthy, who took
the bold step of agreeing to campaign for peace at a time when it
was considered fatal politically,
and other, more oppo;rtunistic opponents of the war shied away.
In my judgement, fnrthermoi'C,
Senator McCarthy has been running an increasingly good campaign."

